
BYPASS NOT A27 THROUGHPASS UPDATE TO MEMBERS 

NUMBER 19 – DECEMBER2017 

Message from Jack Delbridge, Chair of the group. 

Welcome to e-updatenumber nineteen. 

FESTIVE GREETINGS 

First of all, I would like to wish you a very Merry Christmas and a Bypass New Year!  I know 

that your thoughts will more likely to be on preparing for Christmas which is only a matter 

of days away, however, before 2017 draws to a close, I wanted to let you know about what 

we’ve been doing since our last update. 

 

POSTER BOARD CAMPAIGN ALONG THE A27 

It’s taken some time to plan and prepare but we hope the wait will be worthwhile...   

To coincide with the time we expect an update from Highways England with their new plans for 

the A27 through Worthing, Sompting and Lancing, we’ve developed a poster board campaign 

with big impact.   

We will be asking all residents along the A27 in Worthing and Lancing if they would be prepared 

to sponsor a large sign saying Bypass Worthing and Lancing Now.  Two local companies, Bacon 

and Co and Arun Signs are kindly sponsoring the signs which reduce the costs to us massively.  

You can see the sign below as well as the dimensions too.  They are big to make sure they get 

noticed! 

 

 



If you live along the A27 and would like to have a board put up, we can arrange this. To 

members who have already said yes, thank you!As part of their sponsorship and support for the 

group, Bacon and Co have kindly arranged for their Board person to put up the signs, complete 

with a post - for properties directly along the A27 where they will have the most impact and be 

seen by most people as they are stuck in traffic queues. 

If you don’t live along the A27, but would like one of the signs to display, perhaps on your gate 

or elsewhere on your property, we can deliver one for you to put up.   

As we expect there will be a high demand for the signs and to maximise our media coverage, we 

already have some sponsorship leaving us with £2.50 to pay for a single sign or £5 for a double 

sided display board which is similar to the ones estate agents use and displayed in the same 

way. 

To keep our costs to a minimum, we will be asking for a donation to cover the cost of each 

board from anyone displaying them.  A small price to pay to get a big message across – that 

Worthing and Lancing want a Bypass! 

Want a sign put up?  Please contact us at our usual email address 

bypassworthing@gmail.comand we can do the rest. 

 

OUR EMAIL ADDRESS 

Please remember, our email address is bypassworthing@gmail.com 

Thank you for continuing to support us and we’ll continue to keep you up to date with what 
we’re doing.  As always, any comments and ideas are always gratefully received. 

 

Jack 
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